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(Cowsik & Sarkar, MNRAS 191:855,1980)

Upper limits on the γ-ray flux from Cas A 
(from non-thermal bremsstrahlung) did imply 

amplification of the magnetic field in the 
radio shell, above the compressed interstellar 

field … just as predicted by Gull (1973) 

The observational limits were 
subsequently tightened and MAGIC and 

Fermi-LAT finally detected  γ-rays, 
implying a magnetic field of O(mG) …

Also confirmed by the thinness of  the 
X-ray synchrotron emitting filaments

Turbulent amplification of magnetic fields by SNR shocks

Relativistic electrons✶magnetic field ➙ radio
“                ✶X-ray emitting plasma ➙ γ-rays



Fast particles collide with moving magnetised clouds (Fermi, 1949) … particles 
can gain or lose energy, but head-on collisions (⇒ gain) are more probable 

It was subsequently realised that MHD turbulence or plasma waves can also act 
as scattering centres  (Sturrock 1966, Kulsrud and Ferrari 1971)
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The evolution of the particle density is governed by a diffusion equation (Kaplan, 1955)

2nd-order Fermi acceleration



Governing transport equation ⟹ injection + diffusion + convection + losses 

By making the following integral transforms …

The Green’s function is obtained to be:

So the energy spectrum is: 
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Cowsik & Sarkar, MNRAS 207:745,1984



➙An approximate power-law spectrum at late times, 
with convex curvature  

Cowsik & Sarkar, MNRAS 207:745,1984



The synchotron radiation spectrum depends on the electron 
acceleration time-scale … and hardens with time

Cowsik & Sarkar, MNRAS 207:745,1984



… perfectly fitted by the log-normal spectrum expected from 2nd order Fermi 
acceleration by MHD turbulence due to plasma instabilities behind the shock
(NB: efficient 1st-order shock acceleration should give a concave spectrum!)

The synchrotron radio spectrum of Cassiopea A is a convex power-law 
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This also fits the observed flattening of the spectrum with time

Impulsive injection

Continuous injection

Weighted average
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To simulate 2nd-order Fermi acceleration in the laboratory we 
need a powerful laser to create a turbulent plasma

The laser bay at the National Ignition Facility, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
consists of 192 laser beams delivering 2 MJ of laser energy in 20 ns pulses. The power 
delivered exceeds by several orders of magnitude that of the entire US national grid.





Use colliding flows & grids to create strong turbulence
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The colliding flows contain D and ~3 MeV protons are produced via D+D → T + p reactions



Fokker-Plank diffusion coefficients

● Diffusion coefficient

● Ohm's law
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Taking the fields and flows to be uncorrelated over 
one cell size, the momentum diffusion coefficient is:
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And the spatial diffusion coefficient is:
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● Streaming time

● Scattering time

● Escape time

To have diffusion, the scattering time must be smaller than the escape time

However the inferred parameters are on the edge between ballistic escape and diffusion … 
so need higher magnetic field to ensure diffusion
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Parameter Omega facility Scaled NIF value
RMS magnetic field 0.12 MG 1.2 – 4 MG
Temperature 450 eV 700 eV
Mean turbulence velocity 150 km/s 600 km/s
Reynolds number 370
Magnetic Reynolds 
number

870



Analytic solutions to the Fokker-Planck equation 

Expect mean energy to increase by 10-200 keV and FWHM by  0.24-1.2 MeV – detectable! 



Laser experiments can test and validate models

➜ Equations of ideal MHD have no intrinsic 
scale, hence similarity relations exist

➜ This requires that Reynolds number, 
magnetic Reynolds number, etc are all 
large – in both the astrophysical      
and analogue laboratory systems

Reynolds number

Magnetic Reynolds number
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The difficulty, so far, remains in achieving these to 
be large enough for the dynamo to be operative



Particle acceleration relies on there being a injection mechanism

➜ For diffusive shock acceleration to work, the particles must cross the shock 
many times i.e. their Larmor radius must exceed the shock thickness

➜ There must already be a population of energetic particles in order for the 
Fermi process to operate …. this is the ‘injection problem’

➜ This pre-acceleration mechanism can be provided by wave-plasma 
instabilities, such as the modified two-stream instability
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Lower-hybrid waves 
(at perpendicular shocks)

Waves in simultaneous Cherenkov 
resonance with ions and electrons
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➜ Lower-hybrid acceleration provides a possible mechanism to pre-heat 
electrons above the thermal background

➜ This instability has been suggested to explain observed X-ray excess in 
cometary knots (Bingham et al. 2004)

➜ We have performed laboratory experiments to study this process

Laboratory experiments to investigate particle injection at shocks



Laboratory experiments to investigate particle injection at shocks

➜ Incoming plasma with 
velocity ~70 km/s

➜ Data shows formation of 
a shock when magnetic 
field is present

➜ Reflected ions have 
mean free path of a few 
mm (larger than their 
Larmor radius)

➜ Plasma $~0.2 for quasi-
perpendicular shock, 
hence magnetised two 
stream instability can be 
excited

Non-magnetised Magnetised (~7 kG)

Rigby et al. Nature Physics (2018)



PIC simulations show lower-hybrid heating of electrons near shock

➜ We have performed 2D PIC using the 
massively parallel code OSIRIS

➜ Simulations are performed with a 
reduced mass ratio and higher flow 
velocity, but Alfvenic Mach number is 
kept the same (scale invariance)

➜ Shock is formed with electron heating 
along B-field lines

➜ Turbulent wave spectrum is formed 
with dispersion relation consistent 
with LH waves

OSIRIS PIC simulations



Measurement of ‘cosmic ray’ diffusion

● An experiment was undertaken 
to measure the diffusion 
coefficient in the plasma

● A pinhole was inserted to 
collimate the proton flux from 
an imploding D3He capsule

● Without magnetic fields, the 
pinhole imprints a sharp image 
of the pinhole onto the detector

● Random magnetic fields will 
induce perpendicular velocities 
to the protons resulting in 
smearing of the pinhole imprint

Chen et al., to appear



Observe smearing of the edges of the pinhole imprint 

…. Could in principle be caused by multiple effects (turbulent 
fluid motions, plasma instabilities, etc ) – but all can be shown 
to be negligible in practice

→ Can reliably ascribe to stochastic magnetic fields



ICM Magnetic Field Measurements

• ICM magnetic fields very challenging. The emerging picture, based on Faraday Rotation Effect, 
is essentially that (Clarke+ 2001, Guidetti 2008, Govoni+2010, Bonafede+ 2010, Kuchar+2011)  

1. B~few-several µG 

2. plasma beta within 1 Mpc ~ 40-50 

3. magnetic field coherence length ~ tens of kpc 

4. the power spectrum of EB is steep, i.e. Kolmogorov-like 

5. the magnetic field decreases towards the cluster outskirts 

• trend with, e.g., cluster temperature/mass etc. being sought after

 

χ = χ0 + RM λ2

RM=0.8 ne
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Faraday Rotation

B-field vectors superimposed  
on optical image  of M51

➜Faraday rotation and synchrotron emission are used to measure 
magnetic fields in galaxies and clusters.

➜The Universe is magnetised: 
⎯ Clusters and galaxies (a few μG)
⎯ filaments (a few nG)
⎯ voids (≈0.1 fG)

Kronberg (2002)

Magnetic fields in the Universe



Cosmic generation of magnetic fields invokes MHD turbulence

➜Assume there are tiny magnetic fields generated before structure formation

➜Magnetic field are then amplified to dynamical strength and coherence 
length by turbulent motions

100 Mpc
0.1 nG 10 µG

Conclusions 
- Intracluster media provide a distinctive environment where diverse 
   physical processes, such as shocks particle acceleration, turbulence, 
   magnetic field generation and etc, play an important role. 
 
- Understanding turbulence in intracluster medium is rather tricky, 
   mostly because the physics there is not well understood. 
 
- Laboratory experiments can help understand turbulence as well as 
   other astrophysical phenomena in intracluster media  

Once shocks are produced, 
turbulence can be induced ! 
 
Most, if not all, turbulence in 
astrophysics is induced by 
shocks or related processes. 

Courtesy D. Ryu



Mechanisms for generating seed magnetic fields

➜ The induction equation requires a source term, otherwise ! " = 0 = 0
implies ! " = 0 for any times " > 0
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⎯ Biermann’s battery during structure formation (Kulsrud et al. 1997, 
Gregori et al. 2013)

⎯ Weibel instability (Schlickheiser & Shukla 2003, Medvedev 2007)

⎯ Resistive return current due to cosmic ray or photon drag (Miniati & Bell 
2011, Langer et al. 2003)

⎯ Interaction with a Nambu-Goldstone pseudo-scalar axion during the QCD 
cross-over (Miniati et al. 2018)

➜ Various mechanisms have been proposed (list not inclusive):



Laser plasma experiments can also 
generate magnetic fields at shocks

Magnetic field is produced by 
misaligned Te and ne gradients

➜ It develops on scales set by shocks in the 
interstellar medium

➜Structure formation simulations show that a 
tiny magnetic field is produced near shocks

Biermann’s battery mechanism occurs at curved shocks
No. 2, 1997 PROTOGALACTIC ORIGIN FOR COSMIC MAGNETIC FIELDS 485

FIG. 3.ÈMagnetic ⇠eld strength contours of a slice with a thickness of 2
h~1 Mpc (or 8 cells) at z \ 2. The contour lines with magnetic ⇠eld
strength higher than 8 ] 10~23 G are shown with levels 8 ] 10~23 ] 10k
and k \ 0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 2. The upper panel shows the whole region of
32 ] 32 h~1 Mpc, while the lower panel shows the magni⇠ed region of
10 ] 10 h~1 Mpc.

prising since the equation for the evolution of [x/1 ] s is
identical to that for except for dissipativexcyc \ eB/mH c,
terms.

By taking the curl of the equation of motion in the form
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+¿2 \ [ +p
o ] l+2¿ , (6)

where l is the kinematic viscosity, one gets

Lx

Lt
\ $ Â (¿ Â x) [ +p ] +o

o2 ] l+2x . (7)

Now we see, on comparing withequation (7) equation (4),
that if dissipative processes are ignored (conditions well
satis⇠ed except during the later stages of the simulation),
and if we assume that both and x are initially zero,xcyc

then we should have

xcyc \ [ x

(1 ] s)
, (8)

a remarkable result.
It must be appreciated that the +p ] +o term is zero until

some pressure is generated, since usually p is very small
initially in the simulation. The generation of p happens gen-
erally in shocks where viscosity is certainly important. It
can be argued that the jump in and [x/(1 ] s) acrossxcyca shock should be equal since, if we could treat equation (7)
as valid through the shock, the integral of l+2x is probably
small. Thus, and x satisfy essentially the same equationxcyceven in the shock.

A check of the above relation is presented in Figure 4.
The magnitudes of these two quantities are displayed on a
logarithmic scale. Each point represents the two quantities
in each cell. The magnitudes in one among eight neighbor-
ing cells were plotted. Here was used again. If theh \ 12relation in holds exactly, all these points shouldequation (8)
lie on the line of unit slope. The deviation for small values is
presumably due to the di†erent dissipation rates that are
not taken into account in the derivation of this relation. At
larger values, the correlation is much better, as is to be
expected. The rough agreement of and x/(1 ] s) atxcycleast for larger values tends to support the relation in
equation (8).

Eventually, viscosity does become important, and x

tends to saturate in mean square average. However, since
the twisting of the magnetic ⇠eld by the term$ Â (¿ Â B)
persists, one expects that B will continue to grow. This fact
is supported by G. K. BatchellorÏs discussion in his early
paper Thus, it is indeed surprising that B(Batchellor 1950).
seems to saturate at the same time and with the same ampli-
tude as x does. Is it a coincidence that numerical resistivity
becomes important at the same time that viscosity does?

FIG. 4.ÈMagnitude of x/(1 ] s) plotted against that of on axcyclogarithmic scale. Each point represents the values in each cell. One among
eight neighboring cells were plotted. The predicted relation is the 45¡
straight line. The correlation is quite good for the larger values.

Gregori et al., Nature 2012
Meinecke et al., Nature Phys. 2014

Magnetic field strength

10-21 G

➜Expanding 
shock front 
follows a 
Sedov-Taylor 
blast wave 
relation

➜Magnetic field 
is measured 
as the shock 
arrives at the 
location of 
the induction 
probes

Kulsrud et al., ApJ 1997
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Magnetic field strength

10-21 G

Kulsrud et al., ApJ 1997

Laboratory
t ≈ 1 µs
L ≈ 3  cm
Te ≈ 2 eV
Re ≈ 104

Rm ≈ 2-10

IGM
t ≈ 0.7 Gyr
L ≈ 1  Mpc

Te ≈ 100 eV
Re ≈ 1013

Rm ≈ 1026

B ≈ 10 G B ≈ 10-21 G

➜Magnetic fields scales with vorticity: 
!~#~1/&

➜Scaled laboratory values are in agreement 
with structure formation simulations

Gregori et al., Nature (2012)



Plasmas of astrophysical relevance can be investigated in the laboratory 

because of the scale invariance of the governing MHD equations

● E.g. cosmic magnetic fields can be produced by the ‘Biermann 

Battery’ and subsequently amplified by turbulent dynamo action

● Fusion protons can be produced inside the colliding streams and 

their momentum space diffusion can be measured

● Stochastic 2nd-order Fermi acceleration will soon be tested

We cannot yet make an universe in the laboratory … 

but we can (nearly) make a supernova!

Summary
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